You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KD-NX901. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the JVC KD-NX901 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual JVC KD-NX901
User guide JVC KD-NX901
Operating instructions JVC KD-NX901
Instructions for use JVC KD-NX901
Instruction manual JVC KD-NX901
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Manual abstract:
@@@@If a disc cannot be recognized by the receiver or cannot be ejected, ejects the disc as follows. Otherwise, you may have your warranty invalid, and be
penalized by law. The manufacturer assumes no liability for any damage resulting from such conduct as mentioned above. If this does not work, try to reset
your receiver. Be careful not to drop the disc when it ejects. For security reasons, a numbered ID card is provided with this receiver, and the same ID number
is imprinted on the receiver's chassis. Keep the card in a safe place, as it will help the authorities to identify your receiver if stolen. Do not raise the volume
level too much, as this will block outside sounds, making driving dangerous. Stop the car before performing any complicated operations. If you have parked
the car for a long time in hot or cold weather, wait until the temperature in the car becomes normal before operating the unit.
DO NOT install any unit in locations where; it may obstruct the steering wheel and gearchange lever operations, as this may result in a traffic accident. it
may obstruct the operation of safety devices such as air bags, as this may result in a fatal accident. DO NOT operate the unit while manipulating the steering
wheel, as this may result in a traffic accident. The driver must not watch the monitor while driving. If the driver does it while driving, it may lead to
carelessness and cause an accident.
If the parking brake is not engaged, the following messages appear. When you try to watch the playback picture on the monitor, "DRIVER MUST NOT
WATCH THE MONITOR WHILE DRIVING" appears, and no playback picture will be shown. When you try to enter your destination for the navigation
guidance, "Function not available while driving. " appears, and you cannot enter the destination. These warnings appear only when the parking brake wire is
not connected, or the parking brake is not engaged (refer to the Installation/Connection Manual).
Use of the Navigation System is only permitted if the traffic conditions are suitable and you are absolutely sure that no risk, obstruction or inconvenience will
be incurred to you, your passengers or other road users. the requirements of the Road Traffic Regulations must always be followed. The destination must not
be entered while driving the car. the Navigation System serves solely as an aid to navigation. It never releases the driver from his duties to drive carefully and
to make own judgement in road traffic. Inaccurate or incorrect instructions may happen to be given due to changing traffic conditions. The actual road signs
and traffic regulations must therefore always be observed. In particular, the Navigation System cannot be used as an aid to orientation when visibility is poor.
This Navigation System must only be used for its intended purpose. The volume of the car radio/Navigation System must be adjusted so that external noise is
still audible.
If the following message appears on the display when you turn on the power, visit <http://www. Discs produce very little noise compared with other sources.
Lower the volume before playing a disc to avoid damaging the speakers by the sudden increase of the output level. It is required to clear all the accumulated
learning data which is important for accurate navigation. How to reset your unit . Storing tree information into SD . Storing your own sound adjustments. The
following methods are used to make the explanations simple and easy-to-understand: · Some related tips and notes are explained in "More about the
functions" (see pages 105 110). Button operations are mainly explained with the illustrations as follows: How to read this manual Discs you can play You
can play back the following discs (12 cm and 8 cm) on this receiver: · The Non-DVD side of a "DualDisc" does not comply with the "Compact Disc Digital
Audio" standard. Therefore, the use of NonDVD side of a DualDisc on this product may not be recommended.
The System can play back the following digital audio formats--Linear PCM/Dolby Digital*1/ DTS*2/MPEG Audio. Discs cannot be played back Playing back
these discs will generate noise and damage the speakers. This unit has a built-in HDD, which is a device to read minute magnetic changes. The inside of the
device is precision components, requiring you to notice the following when installing the unit: Install the unit at a place where the following conditions are
satisfied: · Level, dry and neither too hot nor too cold-- between 5°C and 35°C. At an altitude between 300 m below sea level and +3000 m above sea level.
With adequate ventilation to prevent internal heat buildup in the unit. This receiver can only play back DVD discs whose Region Code numbers include "2.
While the unit is turned on, the hard disk is constantly rotating at a high speed. This requires you to notice the following: · DO NOT allow anything having
strong magnetism or emitting strong electromagnetic waves (cellular phones, etc. DO NOT disconnect the power cords from the car battery when the unit is
turned on.
Failure in following the above cautions may damage the HDD (the stored data will be lost and be never restored). More detailed information is described in
each related sections. Route guidance has not been started, but the unit is in navigation mode: The display shows the current position. Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS) This system uses SCMS which allows only first-generation digital copies to be made of premastered software such as regular
CDs. If you try to record from a duplicated CD-R/ RW, "SCMS Cannot Copy" may appear on the display then recording will be cancelled. IMPORTANT: The
manufacturer assumes no liability whatsoever for any damage resulting from missed opportunity or accidental erasure due to malfunctioning of the unit or
due to trouble in the unit, such as fatal collapse of the hard disk drive itself. Since the HDD has its lifetime, it is strongly recommended to make a copy of your
important recordings, and keep it using other recording devices. It should be noted that it may be unlawful to re-record pre-recorded tapes, records, or discs
without the consent of the owner of copyright in the sound or video recording, broadcast or cable programme and in any literary, dramatic, musical, or
artistic work embodied therein. While the guidance is performed, you can also enjoy playing any source (ex. Make sure there is no obstacle in between.
Do not expose the remote sensor to strong light (direct sunlight or artificial lighting). Do not install any battery other than CR2025 or its equivalent;
otherwise, it may explode. Store the battery in a place where children cannot reach to avoid risk of accident. To prevent the battery from over-heating,
cracking, or starting a fire: Do not recharge, short, disassemble, or heat the battery or dispose of it in a fire. Do not leave the battery with other metallic
materials.
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Do not poke the battery with tweezers or similar tools. Wrap the battery with tape and insulate when throwing away or saving it. The remote controller can
operate the playback sources any time, even when you are using the Navigation System. mONITOR CONTROL 1 Monitor control buttons · Controllable only
if your monitor is one of the JVC monitors--KV-MR9010 or KV-MH6510. dVD/RECEIVER CONTROL 2 (standby/on attenuator) button · Turns on and off the
power and also attenuates the sound.
Does not function for this model. Does not function as 2nd VOL +/ buttons for this model. 3 (play) also functions as ZOOM button when pressed with SHIFT
button. Also functions as the /TITLE button when pressed with SHIFT button. You can directly select folders (for MP3/WMA) or titles (for DVD) using the
number buttons (see the right column).
*1 These buttons function as the number buttons when pressed with SHIFT button. *2 These buttons function as +10/10 buttons when pressed with SHIFT
button. *3 These buttons function as the +100/100 buttons when pressed with SHIFT button. How to select a number To select a number greater than 9: To
select 65, press +10 six times, then 5. to select 104 , press +100 , 0 , then 4.
To select 236, press +100 twice, +10 three times, then 6. 100 and 10 buttons are used to correct a misentry. They reduce the corresponding digit number
before entering the last digit number. Changes the control panel angle if pressed repeatedly after held once. Turns on the power when it is off. Attenuates the
sound when the power is on. Turns off the power if pressed and held. BACK: Goes back to the previous screen or cancels the setting while operating the
menus. 11 Before using the Navigation System first time, it is required to calibrate the Navigation System. After deleting the run time (DELETE RUNTIME:
see page 21) or changing the installation angle (UNIT ANGLE: see page 21), calibration is also required.
To turn on the power, then press NAVI/AV. Select your preferred language and set your measured angle. When shipped from the factory, navigation language
is set to UK English. Parking brake lead B: Step on the brake pedal, then disengage and engage the parking brake repeatedly. If "PKG:OFF" appears when
disengaged and "PKG:ON" appears when engaged, connection is OK. Reversing signal lead C: Engage the parking brake, step on the brake pedal, then shift
the gearchange lever. (Only after calibration is started, "REV" appears when the gearchange lever is set to reverse. Speed signal lead D: Drive the car for a
while. If the number increases as you speed up the car, connection is OK. During calibrating, you can use the System as the receiver (you can listen to the
music, etc.
) · If you turn off the ignition switch, calibration is temporarily stopped. When it is turned on, calibration will restart. Once calibration is finished (when the
learning level becomes "2"), the current position information appears on the display. E: If you are on some road, the road name appears. F Navigation
(functions such as guidance) cannot be used until calibration is complete.
"Function not available while driving. " appears if you try to enter the destination without the parking brake engaged (or without the parking brake lead
connected). You cannot enter the destination. Each time you press the button, navigation and source screens alternate. You cannot select some sources if they
are not ready.
Adjust the sound as you want. While using the Navigation System, you can always confirm all available traffic information on the display. To turn off the
power If no operations are done for about one minute, display demonstration starts (except when the Navigation System is in use). When the GPS signals are
received first time after calibration (see page 11), the clock is automatically set to the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Adjust the clock to your local time
only after it has been set to UTC. To check the local time when the power is turned off With the KD-NX901, the location of the car is determined via Global
Positioning System (GPS), the distance from the desired destination and the required routes are determined using a digital road map, a navigation computer
and sensors. A speedometer signal and a reverse signal are additionally used to calculate the estimated time of arrival or the remaining travel time to the
destination. For safety, navigation is predominantly in spoken form (in various languages, in female voice or in male voice) supported by a direction indicator
on the display. Traffic signs should be observed carefully while driving using the Navigation System. navigation System is only an aid.
Driver must always decide whether or not to heed the information provided. Special driving recommendations and regulations for other vehicles (e. The
destination cannot be entered while driving the car. Navigation guidance is performed, based on the database, therefore, it may not be applicable to the
current situation because of changes in traffic conditions (e. g. Changes in tollroads, principal roads, one-way traffic, or other traffic regulations). Terms of
licence You are granted a non-exclusive licence to use the database for your personal purposes. The present licence does not authorise the unit is
automatically required to be preset when you use the Navigation System for the first time after installation or when you delete run time. If the guidance has
been activated, you cannot use this function. set one of the angles measured by the supplied gauge: · UNIT ANGLE 1: Select when the installation angle is
within the range of 5.
UNIT ANGLE 2: Select when the installation angle is within the range of 17. UNIT ANGLE 3: Select when the installation angle is within the range of 23.
UNIT ANGLE 4: Select when the installation angle is within the range of 28. Reset the run time in the following cases: · When you reinstall the unit to another
car. * It is not recommended to install the main unit at an angle of more than 30°; otherwise, the malfunction may result.
Once this is carried out, the learning data is cleared. When you exit from the navigation setting menu, the System will perform calibration internally again. If
the guidance has been activated, you cannot use this function. While listening to any source. You can also locate your destination by entering the coordinates
(see page 31) and by selecting a stored route (see page 34).
Once you have stored the PRESET ADDRESSES (see page 33), starting guidance to the addresses is very simple and easy. If the navigation is already started,
you cannot use this function. When you use navigation for the first time, the following screen appears. 1 While listening to any source. Once you have used
navigation, your last destination is shown. Before (or after) starting guidance, you can set "ADD VIA POINT" and "ROUTE OPTIONS. If the country name is
shown in the "COUNTRY" column, select the country only when your destination is located in a different country.
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To display the list of the matching names, then select the city on the list. If the city name is shown in the "CITY" column, select the city only when your
destination is located in a different city. ENTIRE STREET: Select if you do not know the particular address.
HOUSE NUMBER: Select if you know the exact address, then enter the house number. (If no data exist for the selected street, this will not be displayed. ) ·
JUNCTION: Select to display the list of the junctions, then select the junction nearest to your destination. (If no data exist for the selected street, this will not
be displayed. To locate your destination by town centres, select "CENTRE" (see page 27). To display the list of the matching names, then select the street on
the list. If the same name is used for different streets, STREET IN (area) entry menu appears. Enter the area where your destination street is located. You can
locate your destination by postal code after you have set the country. If the destination country has not been set, set the country (see step 4 on page 24) before
going the next step.
You can locate your destination by town centre once you set the country and the city. If the city name has not been entered, "CENTRE" will not be used. ]
Enter the city name (see step 5 on page 24), then confirm your entry so that the following screen appears. If the data for the centres within the city does not
exist, "CENTRE" will not be used. ] Select another method to enter your destination.
You can locate your destination by selecting from the following lists--PREVIOUS DEST. You can locate your destination by selecting form the P. , enter the
country in advance; otherwise, the P. (To set the country, see step 4 on page 24. AREA: Select the area where you want to search for your P.
TELEPHONE NUMBER: Enter the telephone number of your P. ] Select the country (see step 4 on page 24). If the country has not been selected, the country
selection is automatically requested in this step. Are categorized and sub-categorized for you to find easily. If you want to search for all the items in the main
category. 6 Enter the city within which you want To display the list of the matching names, then select the name on the list. If the name you have entered exists
in many categories, P. If the name you have entered exists in many cites, CITY entry menu appears. You can select your P. From the following areas.
Within the distance of 5 km from the current position. Within the distance of 5 km from your destination. Within the distance of 2 km along the route. 4 Enter
telephone number (with its Area code), then confirm the location. You can locate your destination by entering its latitude and longitude. ADDRESS: Save a
new address by setting it manually using the SELECT menu. : Save an address by selecting from the previous destinations. By storing the routes, you can use
the convenient features explained on page 34. You can enter the maximum of 32 characters. You can preset an address into each number buttons--total six
addresses.
If the preset addresses have been stored, you can directly select one by pressing the number buttons while the current position screen is shown. 4 Select the
address to store from the If an address has been preset in the selected number, it will be overwritten. You can enter the maximum of 32 characters. You can
save up to 20 routes in memory. Recording will also be cancelled if you switch off the car ignition switch.
As you want to record, then stop recording when you arrive at your destination. You can enter the maximum of 32 characters. You can confirm your current
position-- distance to the destination and estimated time of arrival (ETA) if you are on at least one of the stored routes, and set the route end as the guidance
destination. You can also display the traffic information along the stored routes. If the number icon is highlighted on the display as in the example below,
some traffic information is available along the route.
The display example below indicates that some traffic information is available along the stored route 1 (Home). 3 Select the route you are now taking. You
can select up to 3 routes in this step, so that you can know the current position on these route. This means you are not on this route now. To move to another
page of the list (if any), rotate the dial. If you now press the number button corresponding the route number, you can set its route end as the guidance
destination. You can set five Via Points along the way to your final destination. You can set Via Points even while you are navigated to your destination. 3 Set
a Via Point using the above menu Operations are the same as explained for "Entering your destination. You cannot delete the final destination once the
guidance to it has been started.
* If you have already started guidance to the destination, "RESTART GUIDANCE" is shown. AUTO REROUTE/MANUAL REROUTE: Set how you want the
System to reroute when it is required (for example, when some congestion is expected on the route--judged by received TMC information). This function does
not work when "TMC" is set to "× (Off). " AUTO REROUTE: The System re-calculates the route whenever necessary. MANUAL REROUTE: The System asks
you whenever re-calculation is required (see example below). On this menu, you can set some of the important elements of route calculation. : The System
calculates (and re-calculates whenever necessary) the route using TMC information. Once you start guidance, you will hear the guidance in the selected
language and voice. In addition to them, the display also shows the guidance information on the display. Guidance voice comes out only through the front
speakers (and the front line out on the rear).
The following are some of the example of the voice guidance (and display information): · Display examples below are the ones used in the countries where the
drivers should keep right. By pressing NAVI/AV, you can return to the playback source operation screen. "You have arrived at your destination. Guidance
ends at this point. WARNING: Road traffic regulations always take priority when a vehicle is being driven in traffic.
At all times, the driver must decide whether or not to heed the information provided. To return to the normal screen after reaching the destination, press any
button. When you come close to a Via Point (approx. Within 30 m), the following screen appears. When you reach the Via Point, or move away (approx.
When you are still far from the next turning point: To return to the guidance screen (left) after you use these functions. When you come close to the next
turning point: The next road name * you will take · The distance to the turning point * If the road is unnamed in the database, "UNNAMED" appears for the
road name. While being navigated, you can use the following convenient functions using the number buttons. You can confirm the traffic information of the
place* nearest to your current position along the route.
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On this screen, you can confirm the following: · HEAD: from where it is happening · Time: The period for which this information is valid. 1st row: country
2nd row: city 3rd row: road 4th row: latitude 5th row: longitude You can confirm the route you are taking to the destination. Once "TMC" (see page 37) is set
to " (On)," you can use dynamic route guidance. the traffic announcements sent by a TMC radio station is received and analysed by the System. The System
can inform you of where congestion exists, and how you can detour it. Dynamic route guidance is not available in some countries.
The System can receive TMC information without tuning in to such a station. Using this menu, you can confirm the following: · As the traffic announcements
are transmitted by TMC radio stations, JVC cannot assume responsibility for the completeness or accuracy of the announcements. You can confirm it any time
except when the display is showing the playback source information. When a station is received, searching stops. Lights up when receiving an FM stereo
broadcast with sufficient signal strength. Within 5 seconds You can preset six stations for each band. If received signals are weak, you may only hear noises.
You can make this unit detect only stations with sufficient signal strength while searching for FM stations. "SSM" appears, then disappears when automatic
presetting is over. Local FM stations with the strongest signals are searched and stored automatically in the FM band.
Local: To tune in to only stations with sufficient signal strength. 5 MHz into the preset number 4 of the FM1 band. The following operations are only possible
while you are tuning in to an FM RDS station. What you can do with RDS rDS (Radio Data System) allows FM stations to send an additional signal along
with their regular programme signals. By receiving the RDS data, this receiver can do the following: · If there is a station broadcasting a programme of the
same PTY code as you have selected, that station is tuned in.
You can tune in to a station broadcasting your favourite programme by searching for a PTY code. To move to the other lists. Other PTY codes into other
preset numbers. TA Standby Reception allows the receiver to switch temporarily to Traffic Announcement (TA) from any source other than AM. The volume
changes to the preset TA volume level (see page 89).
If the DAB tuner is connected, Standby Reception also works to search for a DAB service broadcasting Traffic Announcement. 3 Select the preset number (1
6) you PTY Standby Reception allows the unit to switch temporarily to your favourite programme from any source other than AM. When shipped from the
factory, "News" is selected for your favourite programme type. If the DAB tuner is connected, Standby Reception also works to search for a DAB service.
When driving in an area where FM reception is not sufficient enough, this receiver automatically tunes in to another FM RDS station of the same network,
possibly broadcasting the same programme with stronger signals (see the illustration below)-- Networking-Track Reception. When shipped from the factory,
NetworkTracking Reception is activated. The disc type is automatically detected, and playback starts automatically (for DVD: automatic start depends on its
internal program). Turn on the monitor for playing a DVD or VCD. ) If the current disc is an audio CD, CD Text, MP3/WMA, or VCD without PBC, all
tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or eject the disc. If a title list or disc menu appears while playing a DVD or VCD with PBC, see
"Disc menu operations" on page 53.
Before performing any operations, make sure the following. For DVD playback, you can change the Setup Menu setting as you like. For DVD/CD playback,
using the remote controller is more attractive. You can enjoy more functions. When you want to operate the DVD/CD player using the buttons on the control
panel, see "Other disc operations" on pages 62 to 65. If " " appears on the monitor when pressing a button, the disc cannot accept an operation you have tried
to do. In some cases, without showing " ," operations will not be accepted. The following marks are used to indicate the playable discs. When you play back a
multi-channel DVD software such as Dolby Digital and DTS, signals are down converted into 2 channels, and reproduced through the speakers and LINE
OUT jacks on the rear. To fully enjoy multi-channel DVD software, connect a multi-channel decoder compatible with these sources to the DIGITAL OUT
terminal on the rear.
Title number Chapter number Playing time information 1 2 1 2 Folder name icon/Album title (Tag) icon Folder number Track number Elapsed playing time
Track name icon/Track title (Tag) icon MP3/WMA icon Track title or track name Album title/performer or folder name 1 2 3 1* 2 3 4* 5* 6* Disc title icon
Track number Elapsed playing time Track title icon Track title Disc title/performer or your assigned disc name PBC playback (for VCD with PBC) * *
Reverse slow motion playback is only for DVD. The playback position moves back about 10 seconds before the current position. When you start playback
again, playback starts from where it has been stopped (Resume play). When you start playback again, playback starts from the beginning of the last track.
During playback, on-screen guide icons appear on the monitor for a while (see page 111).
To select a number greater than 9, see "How to select a number" on page 9. You can also use the following buttons. The search speed changes to x2 ] x10.
Then, within 10 seconds, press the number buttons (see page 9). For MP3/WMA discs: To directly select the folders using the number button(s), it is required
that folders be assigned 2 digit numbers at the beginning of their folder names--01, 02, 03, and so on.
You can select the language of the subtitle to be shown on the monitor. You can also erase the subtitle if not necessary. For DVD: You can select the language
to listen to if the disc has multiple audio languages. You can view the same scene at different angles if the disc has multi-angle views. Menu-driven playback is
possible while playing back a DVD with menu-driven features or a VCD with PBC (PlayBack Control). For some discs, you can also move between the menus
by pressing 4 / ¢. To select a number greater than 9, see "How to select a number" on page 9. On some discs, you can also select items using the
corresponding number buttons. To select a number greater than 9, see "How to select a number" on page 9. You can check the disc information and use some
functions through the on-screen bar.
For audio CD, CD Text, and MP3/WMA disc you can also use the control screen (see pages 57 and 58). PBC (only for VCD) 3 Playback information Current
title/chapter T02-C03 TRACK 1 Current track TOTAL Elapsed playing time T. REM Remaining disc time (for VCD) Remaining title time (for DVD) TIME
Elapsed playing time of the current chapter/track REM Remaining time of the current chapter/track 4 Playback condition Play Forward/Reverse Search
Forward/Reverse Slow-motion Pause Stop 5 Operation icons Time indication TIME Time Search * TITLE Title Search CHAP Chapter Search Track Search *
TRACK Change the audio language or audio channel.
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Repeat play (for DVD) OFF REPEAT Repeat play (for other discs) * INTRO Intro play * RANDOM Random play * * Not available during PBC playback. If
pop-up menu does not appears, pressing ENTER repeatedly changes the settings. Make a selection from the pop-up To search for a particular point by
playing time To enter 1 (hours): 02 (minutes): 00 (seconds), press 1, 0, 2, 0, then 0. To enter 54 (minutes): 00 (seconds), press 0, 5, 4, 0, then 0. It is always
required to enter the hour digit (even "0" hour), but it is not required to enter trailing zeros (the last two digits in the examples above). To search for a
particular title/chapter/ track To correct a misentry, press the number button until the correct number is entered. You can search for and play the desired
items through the control screen.
While recording a CD into the HDD, CD Text/Audio CD control screen is not displayed. Current folder Current folder number/total folder number Folder list
Selected playback mode Elapsed playing time of the current track Operation mode icon Current track number/total number of tracks in the current folder
(total number of tracks in the disc) 8 Track information 9 Track list p Current track (highlighted bar) Track : 5 / 14 Cloudy Fair Fog Hail Indian summer
Rain Shower Snow Thunder Typhoon Wind Winter sky Elapsed playing time of the current track Operation mode icon Current track number/total number of
tracks Track information Track list Current track (highlighted bar) You can display the folder list/track list while playback is stopped. On this list, you can
confirm the contents and start playback. Each time you press the button, the list screen comes on and goes off. Each time you press the button, the list screen
comes on and goes off.
1 Current folder number/total folder number (only for MP3/WMA) 2 Current track number/total number of tracks in the current folder (for MP3/ WMA) or in
the disc (for CD Text/ Audio CD) 3 Current page/total number of the pages included in the list 4 Current folder/track (highlighted bar) While playing, no
change can be made on the Setup Menus. When shipped from the factory, the on-screen language is set to English. Select the language for the Setup Menu and
some indications shown on the monitor. Select the monitor type to watch a wide screen picture on your monitor. 16:9 : Select this when the aspect ratio of
your monitor is 16:9.
4:3 LETTER BOX : Select this when the aspect ratio of your monitor is 4:3. While viewing a wide screen picture, the black bars appear on the top and the
bottom of the screen. 4:3 PAN SCAN : Select this when the aspect ratio of your monitor is 4:3. While viewing a wide screen picture, the black bars do not
appear; however, the left and right edges of the pictures will not be shown on the screen. PCM ONLY : Select this when connecting an amplifier or a decoder
incompatible with Dolby Digital, DTS, and MPEG Audio, or connecting to a recording device. DOLBY DIGITAL/PCM : Select this when connecting an
amplifier or a decoder compatible with Dolby Digital. STREAM/PCM : Select this when connecting an amplifier or a decoder compatible with Dolby Digital,
DTS, and MPEG Audio. When playing back a multi-channel DVD disc, this setting affects the signals reproduced through the LINE OUT jacks (and thought
DIGITAL OUT terminal when "PCM ONLY" is selected for "DIGITAL AUDIO OUTPUT. ") · DOLBY SURROUND : Select this when you want to enjoy multichannel surround audio by connecting an amplifier compatible with Dolby Surround to this receiver. ON : Select this to always use this function.
RANGE COMPRESSION : You can enjoy a powerful sound at low or middle volume levels while playing In this section, you can learn how to use the buttons
on the control panel in order to operate the DVD/CD player. Using the control dial: Using the number buttons: If you press the button during pause, it is also
cancelled. The search speed changes to x2 ] x10. To use folder search on MP3/WMA discs, it is required that folders are assigned with a 2-digit number at the
beginning of their folder names--01, 02, 03, and so on. Number buttons can also use to select item on the PBC menu. You can confirm the title of each item
and select the item you want. As you rotate the dial, you can skip 10 chapters/ tracks at a time. First time you rotate the dial, the chapter/track skips to the
nearest higher or lower chapter/ track with a chapter/track number of multiple ten (ex. 10th , 20th , 30th). Then, each time you rotate the dial, you can skip 10
chapters/tracks.
After the last track, the first chapters/tracks will be selected and vice versa. To move to another page of the list, rotate the dial. Within 5 seconds You can lock
a disc in the loading slot. You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. All tracks of the folder, then tracks of the next folder and so on.
Plays the first 15 seconds of Folder *2: First track of every folder. You can also cancel it by selecting "Off" in step 2. Track title or track name is enlarged.
The built-in HDD works not only as storage for navigation data, but as Music Server where you can record 99 albums in each genre folder (total 99 genre
folders can be made). Each album can include 999 tracks.
Playlists can also be made and played. to record CDs , see "Recording audio CDs" on page 70. To copy MP3/WMA files from an SD card into the HDD, see
page 82. All tracks in the HDD will be played repeatedly until you change the source. WMA Tag cannot be displayed during HDD playback. Album name
icon/Album title (Tag) icon Album number Track number Elapsed playing time Track name icon/Track title (Tag) icon Recording format--MP3/WMA/ CDC*
Track title or track name Album title/performer or album name Genre number * CDC:CD compression--format used for storing CD tracks into the HDD.
Using the number buttons: You can confirm the title of each item and select the item you want. By using the number buttons (1 6), you can also go directly to
tracks 1 12. You can skip tracks within the same album. As you rotate the dial, you can skip 10 tracks at a time.
First time you rotate the dial, the track skips to the nearest higher or lower track with a track number of multiple ten (ex. 10th , 20th , 30th). Then, each time
you rotate the dial, you can skip 10 tracks. After the last track, the first track will be selected and vice versa. To move to another page of the list, rotate the
dial. During playlist playback, this does not work. you can skip tracks only. Within 5 seconds To go to the next or previous track You can use only one of the
following playback modes at a time. Plays the first 15 seconds of First track of every album. First track of every genre.
You can also cancel it by selecting "Off" in step 2. HDD playback mode is also cancelled in the following cases: When you record an audio CD into the HDD
(see page 70). When you duplicate the data in the SD into the HDD (see page 82). Track title or track name is enlarged.
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Track title or track name is enlarged.
You can display the lists of the playlists stored, then select the one you want to play. You can only record audio CD (CD-DA) tracks into the HDD. While the
following recording/editing process: To return to the previous screens, press BACK (DISP) repeatedly. * * This appears only after you have cancelled
recording (but have neither ejected the disc nor edited the HDD contents). If more than six playlists exist, rotate the dial to show other playlists, then press.
REC Album: Records the entire CD from its first track. REC Continue: Continues the previously cancelled recording from the track being recorded when
cancelled. If more than six genres exist, rotate the dial to show other genres, then press. If you want to create a new genre folder, select "New Genre. When
you have selected "REC Album," this step is skipped. If more than six albums exist, rotate the dial to show other albums, then press. To store the track into a
new album, select "New Album. Track names are automatically assigned with the extension code <. Even if you do not stop recording manually, recording is
automatically stored. @@Rectime: shows the total play time of the recording.
If you turn off the power or switch off the car ignition switch. To move the character entry position. For assign the title to a playlist, play the playlist you
want. @@@@@@@@@@ While editing the HDD contents, no sounds come out. @@Once editing is finished, playback resumes (from the current track.
@@@@ ex. @@@@@@@@@@You can also add tracks into the existing playlist. You can create 99 playlists. Once editing is finished, playback resumes
(from the current track). @@@@To add the track into a new playlist, select "New Playlist.
Once editing is finished, playback resumes (from the current track). You can copy playlists from the HDD to an SD card or vice versa. @@ basic procedure:
1 Insert an SD (see page 78). @@@@@@Once editing is finished, playback resumes (from the current track). @@@@Save a file with the extension code <.
To copy the file into the HDD, save it in <list> folder under <JVCMS> folder as described on page 78. Once editing is finished, playback resumes (from the
current track). Storing tree information into SD To make a playlist from this file, use a text editor on your PC. Start the first line with <#EXTM3U>, then list
the tracks in the playback sequence as the example below. To play the tracks in an SD card, it must be configured strictly as follows: You can play back
MP3/WMA tracks recorded in an SD card, and also copy the MP3/WMA tracks in the SD into the HDD.
WMA Tag cannot be displayed during SD playback. Turn off the power before detaching the control panel. Top folder must be titled <JVCMS> (JVC Music
Server), the folder including album folder must be <music>. Album titles and track titles can be assigned as you like; however, track must have their
extension code such as <. <music> folder can include up to 99 album, and each album can include up to 999 tracks. * Playlists in the <list> folder cannot be
played, but can be copied into the HDD (see page 77). Press the SD softly (do not release your finger quickly); otherwise, the SD may pop out from the unit.
When you pull out the SD, pull it out straightly from the loading slot. Playback starts automatically in the alphabetical order of the album name/ track name.
Album name icon/Album title (Tag) icon Album number Track number Elapsed playing time Track name icon/Track title (Tag) icon Recording format Track
title or track name Album title/performer or album name 79 To go to the next or previous track Using the control dial: Using the number buttons: You can
confirm the title of each item and select the item you want.
By using the number buttons (1 6), you can also go directly to tracks 1 12. You can skip tracks within the same album. As you rotate the dial, you can skip 10
tracks at a time. First time you rotate the dial, the track skips to the nearest higher or lower track with a track number of multiple ten (ex. 10th , 20th , 30th).
Then, each time you rotate the dial, you can skip 10 tracks · After the last track, the first track will be selected and vice versa. To move to another page of the
list, rotate the dial. the album icon is highlighted. Within 5 seconds You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. Plays the first 15 seconds
of First track of every album.
You can also cancel it by selecting "Off" in step 2. You can copy the data in the SD card into the HDD. While copying the data into the HDD, no sounds come
out. It takes time to copy a data of much volume (about 5 minutes for 100 MB data--this is just an estimation). When you duplicate the data in the SD into the
HDD, the HDD playback mode is cancelled (see page 68).
While the following duplicating process: To return to the previous screens, press BACK (DISP) repeatedly. Track title or track name is enlarged. Copy the
track into. If more than six genres exist, rotate the dial to show other genres, then press. If you want to create a new genre folder, select "New Genre.
: To copy the current album : To copy all albums at a time Album list of the selected genre appears. 4 Select the target album you want to Move the track into.
If more than six albums exist, rotate the dial to show other albums, then press. If more than six genres exist, rotate the dial to show other genres, then press. If
you want to create a new album, select "New Album. " · If you want to create a new genre folder, select "New Genre. Once editing is finished, playback
resumes (from the current track). Once editing is finished, playback resumes (from the current track). 3 Select the target genre you want to You can select a
preset sound mode suitable to the music. By using the number buttons, you can only select the sound modes shown on the display.
Sound modes (preset frequency level settings) The list below shows the preset frequency level settings for 12 sound modes. Storing your own sound
adjustments You can adjust the sound modes and store your own adjustments in memory. You can adjust the sound characteristics to your preference. 115
Hz/85 Hz/55 Hz The frequencies higher than the selected level are cut off to the subwoofer. When it is activated, "H" is displayed in between the output level
and the cutoff frequency. Lower frequency signals will be sent only to the subwoofer so that you can enjoy the low frequency effect (LFE) of the DVD software
purely from the subwoofer. Adjusting the input level of each source Adjust fader--speaker output balance between the front and rear speakers. R06:
Downmost--rear only Adjust the balance--speaker output balance between the left and right speakers. This setting is required for each source except FM.
Before making an adjustment, select an appropriate source for which you want to make an adjustment.
Once you have made an adjustment, it is memorized, and the volume level will automatically increase or decrease by adjusted level when you change the
source.
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Adjust to match the input level to the FM sound level. If you adjust it while recording a CD, the input level of the HDD will be adjusted. Display
demonstration starts if no operation is done for about one minute. It is not required to set the minute since it is automatically adjusted by referring to the
received GPS signals.
The entire text information can be shown by scrolling if it cannot be shown at a time. Holding DISP (BACK) can scroll the display regardless of the setting.
Any hour Any hour, [90] [Initial: 18 07] 1 10 [Initial: 5] Auto: [Initial]; Positive pattern will be selected during the day time*2; while negative pattern will
be used during the night time*2. WMA Tag cannot be shown during HDD/SD playback. [Initial: News] When the received signals from the current station
become weak.
AF: [Initial]; Switches to another station (the programme may differ from the one currently received), [47]. When a Traffic Announcement is tuned in by TA
Standby Reception, the volume level automatically changes to the preset level. [Initial: 15]; Volume 0 Volume 30 or Volume 50*3 On: The receiver tunes in
to another frequency broadcasting the same programme as the original preset RDS station is if the preset station signals are not sufficient. ) Wide: Subject to
the interference noises from adjacent stations, but sound quality will not be degraded. Travel [Initial]/Warning/News/Weather/Event/Special/ Rad
Inf/Sports/Finance On: Off: [Initial]; Beep sounds when you operate the unit. Muting1/Muting2: Select either one which mutes the sounds while using the
cellular phone. You can change the maximum volume level of the unit. High Pwr: [Initial]; Volume 0 Volume 50 Low Pwr: Volume 0 Volume 30 (Select this
if the maximum power of the speaker is less than 50 W to avoid damaging the speaker. You can dim the display at night or as you set the timer. You can assign
titles to CDs (both in this receiver and in the CD changer), and external component.
3 Move to the next (or previous) character position. If you press and hold the button, the character position moves to the beginning (or the last). @@When
detaching or attaching the control panel, be careful not to damage the connectors on the back of the control panel and on the panel holder. Before detaching
the control panel, be sure to turn off the power. It is recommended to use the JVC MP3compatible CD changer with your receiver. You can also connect other
CH-X series CD changers (except CH-X99 and CH-X100). However, they are not compatible with MP3 discs, so you cannot play back MP3 discs. You cannot
use the KD-MK series CD changers with this receiver. Disc text information recorded in the CD Text can be displayed when a JVC CD Text compatible CD
changer is connected. Before operating your CD changer: · You cannot control and play any DVD, VCD, and WMA disc in the CD changer.
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 6 78 9 9 Folder name icon/Album title (Tag) icon Folder number Track number Elapsed playing time Track name icon/Track title
(Tag) icon MP3 icon Track title or track name Album name/performer or folder name Disc number 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 56 7 Disc title icon Track number
Elapsed playing time Track title icon Track title Disc title/performer or your assigned disc name Disc number Using the number buttons: You can confirm the
title of each item and select the item you want. This operation is only possible when using JVC MP3-compatible CD changer. As you rotate the dial, you can
skip 10 tracks at a time. First time you rotate the dial, the track skips to the nearest higher or lower track with a track number of multiple ten (ex. 10th , 20th ,
30th).
Then, each time you rotate the dial, you can skip 10 tracks. After the last track, the first track will be selected and vice versa. For MP3: You can skip tracks
only within the same folder. To move to another page of the list, rotate the dial. Within 5 seconds You can use only one of the following playback modes at a
time.
All tracks of the folder, then tracks of the next folder and so on. Plays the first 15 seconds of Folder *1: First track of every folder. Disc: First track of every
inserted disc. You can also cancel it by selecting "Off" in step 2. Track title or track name is enlarged. You can connect an external component to the CD
changer jack on the rear using the Line Input Adapter KS-U57 (not supplied) or Aux Input Adapter KS-U58 (not supplied). Adjust the sound as you want.
Turn on the connected component and start playing the source. It is recommended to use DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) tuner KT-DB1000 with your
receiver. If you have another DAB tuner, consult your JVC IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT dealer.
When an ensemble is received, searching stops. (primary) number (1 6) you want. You can preset six DAB services (primary) for each band. 2 Select the
preset number (1 6) you You can reinforce the low level sounds, which is hard to listen to while driving, to improve your listening if the currently received
service provides Dynamic Range Control (DRC) signals. You can tune in to a service broadcasting your favorite programme by searching for a PTY code.
The higher the number is, the stronger the reinforcement becomes. When this function is activated, DRC indicator lights up on the display. Then when the
DRC signals are detected, turns to be . You can neither store your favorite PTY nor activate PTY Standby Reception separately for the DAB tuner and for the
FM tuner. You can activate and deactivate PTY Standby Reception when the source is either "FM" or "DAB.
What you can do with DAB DAB can deliver CD quality sound without any annoying interference and signal distortion. Furthermore, it can carry text,
pictures, and data. By connecting the DAB tuner, this receiver can do the following: · While receiving an FM RDS station: When driving in an area where a
DAB service is broadcasting the same programme as the FM RDS station is broadcasting, this receiver automatically tunes in to the DAB service. When
shipped from the factory, Alternative Frequency Reception is activated. You can keep listening to the same programme by activating the Alternative
Frequency Reception (see page 89).
While receiving a DAB service: When driving in an area where a service cannot be received, this receiver automatically tunes in to another ensemble or FM
RDS station, broadcasting the same programme. To minimize this possibility, periodically wipe the connectors with a cotton swab or cloth moistened with
alcohol, being careful not to damage the connectors. A dirty disc may not play correctly. If a disc does become dirty, wipe it with a soft cloth in a straight line
from center to edge. Do not use any solvent (for example, conventional record cleaner, spray, thinner, benzine, etc.
New discs may have some rough spots around the inner and outer edges. If such a disc is used, this receiver may reject the disc. To remove these rough spots,
rub the edges with a pencil or ball-point pen, etc.
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Moisture may condense on the lens inside the DVD/CD player in the following cases: · If it becomes very humid inside the car. Should this occur, the
DVD/CD player may malfunction. In this case, eject the disc and leave the receiver turned on for a few hours until the moisture evaporates. Do not use the
following discs: When removing a disc from Center holder its case, press down the center holder of the case and lift the disc out, holding it by the edges. Do
not touch its recording surface. When storing a disc into its case, gently insert the disc around the center holder (with the printed surface facing up). Make
sure to store discs into the cases after use.
How to clean the connectors To keep discs clean Press BACK (DISP) until the CITY entry menu appears, then re-enter another city. If you turn off, then on
the car ignition after starting the route guidance, it is restarted automatically following the screen below. If you try to enter a destination without the parking
brake engaged, the following screen appears, and you cannot enter your destination. If the entered position is out of navigable area, "NO NAVIGABLE
AREA" appears on the display. When you reach the area approximately within 30 m around the destination/Via Point, the Navigation System considers that
you have reached your destination/Via Point. Motorways are always used to calculate the route if the distance to the destination is over 200 km. If the
destination cannot be reached without using motorways/ferries/tollroads, they are used to calculated the route without respect to the route option settings.
The System may not receive GPS signals in the following places. in a tunnel or parking lot in the building under an overhead road in a place surrounded by
high buildings or by closely standing trees. The position of your car may not be detected correctly in the following cases.
when running on a road close to the other one (e. g. A motorway and ordinary road running in parallel) when turning at an almost straight fork in the road
when running on a gridiron road after taking a ferry, etc. when running on a steep mountain road when running on a spiral road when turning left or right
after running on a long straight road If you try to display the stored addresses/ routes when no addresses/routes have been stored, "ITEMS NOT FOUND"
appears on the display. If you try to display the traffic information when no information is available, "ITEMS NOT FOUND" appears on the display.
when running in a zigzag line on a broad road when starting your car shortly after starting the engine when running for the first time after installing the
unit when changing tires or attaching chains on the tires when tire slip occurs continuously and frequently after running on areas other than a road (e. g.
Private lands or parking lots) after running in underground or tower type parking lots after rotating your car on a turntable after frequent stops and starts
in a congestion when the accuracy of GPS is deteriorated intentionally when running on a road constructed recently · The following phenomena may occur
even if the System is working correctly. It may guide to a closed road. It may guide to a route requiring U-turn.
It may not guide to your destination if there is only a narrow road or no road to your destination. It may not avoid a congestion even if dynamic guidance is
activated. It may show a different road name. It may not ask you to turn at a junction even if you need to. It may give a guidance different from the actual
road condition. It may give an incorrect distance information. There is a time limit for some operations. In this case, if no further operation is done for a
certain period, the current operation is cancelled. Turning on the power By pressing SOURCE on the receiver, you can also turn on the power. When no disc
is loaded in the receiver, "DISC" cannot be selected.
Without connecting to the CD changer and DAB tuner, "CD-CH" and "DAB" cannot be selected. Turning off the power If you turn off the power while
listening to a disc, disc play will start automatically, next time you turn on the power. All previously stored stations are erased and stations are stored newly.
When storing a station manually, a previously preset station is erased when a new station is stored in the same preset number. TA Standby Reception and PTY
Standby Reception will be cancelled temporarily in the following cases: While recording a CD into the HDD. If you want to know more about RDS, visit
<http://www. In this manual, words "track/file" and "folder/ album" are interchangeably used when referring to MP3/WMA files and folders. On some discs,
the actual operations may be different from what is explained in this manual. This receiver can also play back 8 cm discs. This receiver can only play back
audio CD (CD-DA) files if different type of files are recorded in the same disc.
The first track will be skipped if a different type of file is detected first. For DVD-R/DVD-RW: This receiver can play only discs recorded in the DVD-Video
format. When a disc has been loaded, selecting "DISC" for the playback source starts disc play. When a disc is inserted upside down, the disc will eject
automatically. No sound comes out during slow motion playback.
When playing a VCD, reverse slow motion playback is prohibited. (For some DVDs, this function does not work. ) · When playing a DVD/VCD, no sound
comes out during Search. Reverse search stops automatically when it reaches the beginning of the disc. If no playable files are recorded in a folder, the folder
will not be recognized.
This receiver can play back multi-session discs; however, unclosed sessions will be skipped while playing. Some DVD-R/RWs or CD-R/RWs may not play
back on this receiver because of their disc characteristics, and for the following causes: Discs are dirty or scratched. CD-R/RWs on which the files are
written with "Packet Write" method. DVD-R/RWs which are not written in UDF-Bridge Format (ex. DVD-RWs or CD-RWs may require a longer readout
time since the reflectance of DVDRW and CD-RW is lower than that of regular discs. Do not use the following DVD-R/RWs or CD-R/RWs: Discs with
stickers, labels, or protective seal stuck to the surface. Discs on which labels can be directly printed by an ink jet printer. Using these discs under high
temperatures or high humidities may cause malfunctions or damages to discs. This receiver can play back MP3/WMA files with the extension code <. This
receiver can show the names of albums, artists (performer), and ID3 Tag (Version 1.
This receiver can display only one-byte characters. No other characters can be correctly displayed. This receiver can play back MP3/WMA files meeting the
conditions below: Bit rate: 32 kbps -- 320 kbps (MP3) 32 kbps -- 192 kbps (WMA) Sampling frequency: 48 kHz, 44.
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The maximum number of characters for file/ folder names vary among the disc format used (includes 4 extension characters--<. This receiver can recognize
the total of 1100 files and of 250 folders (maximum of 999 per folder). This receiver can play back the files recorded in VBR (variable bit rate). the files
recorded in VBR have a discrepancy in elapsed time display , and do not show the actual elapsed time. Especially, after performing the search function, this
difference becomes noticeable. This receiver cannot play back the following MP3/WMA files: MP3 files encoded in MP3i and MP3 PRO format. WMA files
encoded with lossless, professional, and voice format.
WMA files which are not based upon Windows Media® Audio. If you change the source, playback also stops (without ejecting the disc). Next time you select
"DISC" for the playback source, disc play starts automatically. If the ejected disc is not removed within 15 seconds, the disc is automatically inserted again
into the loading slot to prevent it from dust. (Disc play will not start automatically.
For some DVDs and VCDs, changing the subtitle language, audio language (or audio channel) without using the disc menu is prohibited. While zoomed in,
the picture may look coarse. When the language you have selected is not recorded on a disc, the original language is automatically used as the initial
language. In addition, for some discs, the initial languages settings will not work as you set due to their internal disc programming. After changing any of the
initial language settings, eject the disc and insert it (or another disc) again so that your setting takes effect.
When you select "16:9" for a picture whose aspect ratio is 4:3, the picture slightly changes due to the process for converting the picture width. Even if "4:3
PAN SCAN" is selected, the screen size may become "4:3 LETTER BOX" with some DVDs. This depends on how they are recorded. While playing a playlist,
you cannot display the Edit menus. While editing, you cannot change the playback source or eject the disc. You cannot move a track or album if the same
name exists in the target album or genre. When you have selected "New Genre," "New Album," or "New Playlist" as a storage place (after recording or
editing), its title will be assigned automatically such as <gexxxxxx>, <alxxxxxx>, or <plxxxxxx. You cannot use a space for the first character of the title
when assigning it to album/genre/ playlist. You can use the playback mode--Repeat Play, Random Play, or Intro Scan during playlist playback. However,
when you start playlist playback (or change the playlist), the playback mode is cancelled.
If you have changed the genre name or album name or changed their locations after enrolling their tracks into a playlist, the tracks will be skipped when you
play the playlist. Sound quality may deteriorate if you select "Compress" for recording mode. While recording, recorded sounds are reproduced from the
speakers. When recording is stopped, CD original sounds are reproduced. While recording, you cannot change the playback source or eject the disc. You
cannot use MMC or mini SD with this receiver. When an SD card is inserted, a file named "FAILSAFE" is automatically created in the card. The data size of
this file varies among the inserted card. Text data in the CD Text cannot be recorded into the HDD. If album recording is cancelled, the tracks which have
been completely recorded will be stored into the HDD.
Yet you cannot play back them until you finish recording the remaining. If you edit the HDD contents, eject the disc, or perform a new recording before
recording the remaining, the recorded tracks will be discarded. Play time indication may advance unstably on the display while recording. This is not a
malfunction of this unit. While playing an SD card, the playback order may differ from the one played back using other SD players.
This receiver may be unable to play back some SD cards due to their characteristics or recording conditions. While duplicating SD data into HDD, you
cannot change the playback source or eject the disc. You can select your destinations by selecting from the categories--such as business centres, shopping
centres. Via Point A location through which you reach your final destination. For this Navigation System, you can determine five locations through which you
can reach your final destination.
While editing the HDD contents or duplicating SD into the HDD, you cannot make sound adjustments. While editing the HDD contents or duplicating SD into
the HDD, you cannot enter the PSM setting screen. When you change the "DAB AF" setting from "Off" to "On," the "AF-Regn'l" setting changes to "AF" if it
has been set to "Off. " · If you change the "Amp Gain" setting from "High Pwr" to "Low Pwr" while the volume level is set higher than "Volume 30," the
receiver automatically changes the volume level to "Volume 30. Titles assigned to discs in the CD changer can also be shown if you play back the disc in the
receiver. Dolby Digital Compressed digital audio, developed by Dolby Laboratories, which enables multi-channel encode to create the realistic surround
sound. As the compression ratio is lower than for Dolby Digital, it provides wider dynamic range and better separation. During play, the following guide
icons may appear for a while on the monitor. : Appears at the beginning of a scene containing multi-subtitle languages (for DVD only). : Appears at the
beginning of a scene containing multi-audio languages (for DVD only).
: Appears at the beginning of a scene containing multi-angle views (for DVD only). : Playback : Pause : Forward slow motion playback (for DVD and VCD
only) : Reverse slow motion playback (for DVD only) : Forward search : Reverse search MPEG Audio Another compressed digital audio which also enables
multi-channel encode to create the realistic surround sound. On-screen guide While operating the built-in DVD/CD player, operation modes are displayed on
the monitor. UDF-Bridge Format A hybrid file system used to provide compatibility with ISO 9660 for accessing any type of files on the disc. No signals come
out while playing the files in the HDD or SD, or while recording an audio CD into the HDD. DVD 48 kHz, 16/20/24 bits Linear PCM 96 kHz, Linear PCM
with DTS with Dolby Digital with MPEG Audio Audio CD, Video CD Audio CD with DTS MP3/WMA What appears to be trouble is not always serious.
Check the following points before calling a service center. Navigation voice cannot be heard from the speakers. The HDD is constantly rotating at a high
speed when the car ignition switch is on, causing imperceptible mechanical noise (especially when the temperature is low). There are no matching points in
your selected city or area.
the entered point is out of the navigable area.
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